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Narrative

On 05/30/2020 at 0830 hrs the Kent bicycle element of the Valley Civil Disturbance Unit was requested to respond
to the City of Seattle to assist with several demonstrations that were scheduled in the downtown area. What

follows is a summary of the events and incidents that occurred over the several hours of protests, riots and
looting. Each Kent officer was equipped with a body worn camera that was activated and recording during each of
the incidents that we were actively attempting to monitor, disband, move and/or stops acts of violence and

lawlessness. Please refer to the body worn footage for direct and specific sequence of events and actions taken.

Our unit responded at 1000 hrs to the west precinct of Seattle Police for briefing and preparations for the events
that were scheduled to begin at noon. We remained at the precinct as a reserve unit while bicycle teams from
Seattle and Eastside CDU supported the march and rally. At just before 1500 hrs the march was approaching
Westlake Park where the second rally/protest was set to start. We deployed to the west side of Westlake Center
and set a bike line to help set containment for the growing crowd of estimated over 5,000 people. While we posted
at our location I was listening to the radio traffic from the other units. Reports were coming in that officers at 5th

Ave and Pine St. were having bottles and rocks thrown at them. We were requested to respond to the location to
assist with crowd management to the north of the officers at the intersection. We redeployed our team and set a
"mobile fence line" using our bikes as a barrier to keep the crowd on the sidewalk to the east side of 5th Avenue.

We held our line as the crowd in front of us grew about 100 people to 500 or more people. While we held the line
the crowd was loud and chanting. There were groups of people that were yelling "fuck the police" and displaying
the middle finger. We held the line while command staff developed a plan for dispersing the growing and
developing hostile crowd. I heard over the radio there had been dispersal orders given to the hostile, no longer
peaceful protest. Around this same time I saw Seattle Police units begin putting on their gas masks. I relieved
officers on our team to allow the officers to put on their own masks. Once gas masks were on we continued to
hold our line as the plan developed. It was about this time I advised our officers to activate their body camera and
I activated mine at the same time. From that point until we left the streets to return the precinct we had our camera
activated and recording.

We held the line as the crowd continued to grow and seemed to be growing in agitation and hostility. There was a
team from Washington State Patrol arrived at our location and we prepared to begin moving the crowd to the
north. The team was given the command to begin pushing the line and they were giving commands to move back
while pushing forward to move and try to disperse the crowd. While we were moving the line to the north there
was a male in jacket and green Seattle Supersonic t-shirt who was continuing to refuse to follow commands and
pushing back against the officers. I deployed pepper spray at the male to deter his criminal behavior. He then fled
back into the crowd and I was unable to identify and arrest the male. We continued to move the line and came to
a stop once we reached the intersection of 5th Ave and Olive Street. During the movement all officers on the line
had to use their bike to push forward and physically move the people that were refusing lawful commands to move
back. The crowd than became static and occupied the location. After some time command staff made the

decision to clear the intersection. We began moving again and came to rest moving the crowd to the east of the
intersection.

We then paused there at the location with the large angry crowd in front of us. I could see there were large
gatherings at 6th Ave and Olive St in the intersection. At a point there was a fire that started at the corner of a
building after I heard large amounts of breaking windows from all around us. On the radio I continued to hear
reports of officers being struck and hit with rocks and bottles. There were reports of crowds surrounding the
headquarters and throwing "Moltov Cocktail" at the station and trapping subjects inside of the building.

We held in the intersection until we were ordered to move the crowd past the intersection of 6th Ave and Olive St
so Seattle Fire was able to get up and stop a fire that was consuming three cars. We began to move the crowd to
the east by giving commands for the crowd to move back. Agitate actors continued to refuse to follow the lawful
commands given by officers to move back. The officers had to continue to push the subjects back with their bikes
to keep the subjects from getting past our line and creating a safety risk. We continued to move the line trying to
clear the area to allow fire to stop the fire from spreading. As we worked to move the line there was a black male
in a green jacket that continued to push back and refuse to move. I deployed pepper spray at the subject to stop
him from trying to get through our line. He fled from us and into the crowd so I was unable to arrest him or
positively identify the subject. We continued to move the crowd until we held the intersection and allowed Seattle
Fire to enter the area.
Report Officer
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Narrative
At the time of this call, I was wearing my standard issue Special Operations Unit (SOU) uniform. On top of my
uniform, I was wearing a standard issue external vest which has a Police Velcro patch on the back as well as
multiple items on the vest that clearly state I am a Police Officer. I have my Police badge, multiple magazines for
my standard issue sidearm, handcuffs, flashlight, and my radio. The items of clothing I was wearing make it clear
that I am a Police Officer.

The following occurred in the city of Seattle (King County, Washington State).

On 5/30/2020, I was in the city of Seattle from the hours of 0830 to 2230 assisting Seattle Police Department
(SPD) in a VCDU capacity. I was in a bike role and assisted with civil disturbances throughout the city in multiple
places.

There were multiple times during my time assisting of SPD that I used force on individuals. During each of these
times, multiple repetitions of dispersal orders were given to people on the front of the line. Multiple times,
individuals attempted to charge the line and I used my bike to attempt to disperse the crowd and push them away
from our VCDU line.

All of the individuals who I used force on were unidentifiable due to their clothing choices and them running off
after force was being used. The force was successful in dispersing the individuals and maintaining the strength of
the VCDU line.

The intent of this case report is to document a summation of the interactions and statements observed during this
incident. For exact chronological events and statements, please refer to my AXON Body Warn Camera footage.
My AXON Body Warn Camera was activated during my involvement and later uploaded to the department digital
evidence management system in accordance with KPD Policy. There may be times during this incident where the
camera is muted, the reason for this are for tactical or non-Law Enforcement discussions.

End Supplemental.

By affixing my electronic signature below in the form of my type written name, I certify under penalty of perjury
Report Officer
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Once Seattle Fire was finished we began to collapse our units as we did not have enough officers to hold the
intersection against the 500 to 600 subjects. As we collapsed down this emboldened the crowd and they became
more animated and louder. We held the side of the road for a bit and we found that after a while we did not have
the resources and officers to continue to hold the area. We then pulled from the line and then returned to the
precinct.

Once we re-established ourselves we responded to 6thAve and Pine St to relieve the Bellevue and Redmond bike
team. We arrived at the location and relieved the team and took over holding the crowd at the location. We held

the location until the crowd left to other locations. We responded from our intersection and linked up with the other
bike units as we moved with King County SWAT to work at taking back Seattle going from intersection to

intersection trying to break up the crowd.

We cleared through the city and worked to keep groups from looting stores until we were relieved by Seattle
Police Command at 2130. At that point we returned to the precinct and returned to the station to secure.

Case cleared, exceptional adult.

At the time of this incident I was wearing a department issued AXON Body 2 camera. Footage from my camera
will be uploaded to the department digital evidence management system per Kent Police Department Policy.

By affixing my electronic signature below in the form of my type written name, I certify under penalty of perjury
under the laws of the State of Washington that this report is true and correct.
__S. I. Walter______

Dated this _02_ day of _June_, 2020 , in the City of Kent, Washington.

Report Officer
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Narrative
On 05/30/2020 between 0830 and 2230 hours, I was deployed as part of Kent Police Department's Special
Operations Unit to the City of Seattle for crowd control during a Black Lives Matter protest event. This incident
was centered around the downtown core of the City of Seattle, and specifically Westlake Center. Due to the
chaotic and rapidly evolving nature of this entire event, I did not always know the exact locations where our team
was deployed.

During this incident, I was equipped with a department-issued Axon body worn camera. Footage of this incident
was recorded and later uploaded to Axon's digital evidence storage. At times during this incident, the audio may
have been deactivated; in those occasions, I spoke the reason for muting into the mic of the camera. The
following is a summary of the events, details and statements, which was written without my review of the entire
body worn camera footage. For exact verbiage of any witness, suspect/arrestee, or victim statements, refer to the
camera footage.

During this incident, I was wearing my complete, department-issued police uniform. This uniform consisted of an
external load bearing vest carrier which had the following equipment attached: a police badge above my left
breast pocket, my nametag above my right breast pocket, a large patch with "POLICE" printed in bold reflective
lettering across my back, and numerous pouches containing police equipment to include my radio, spare
magazines, and other gear. Additionally, I was wearing a rain jacket underneath my external vest; this rain jacket
had Kent Police Department shoulder patches on both sides. I was wearing a duty belt with my
department-issued firearm, Taser, and a gas mask pouch. I was riding my department-issued police bicycle and
wearing a department-issued bicycle helmet.

At various times, I also was wearing various riot gear to include a gas mask and hard gear over my torso, arms,
and shins. This hard gear also had police markings printed in various locations, and was worn under my external
vest. I was clearly identifiable as a police officer at all times during this incident.

At about 1440 hours, our SOU bicycle unit was tasked with moving a crowd of protesters out of the roadway at 5
AV and Pine ST and onto the sidewalk where they could safely continue. I confronted a white female,
approximately 20 years old, thin build, with blonde hair, wearing a black knit cap, a purple face mask, a gray
fleece jacket, and black leggings. I gave repeated commands to this female to move to the sidewalk, but she only
looked at me and refused to comply. I lifted my bicycle off the ground and used it one time to guide her in the

direction of the sidewalk. I did not use the bicycle to strike her, this was only a slight balance disruption. She
stared at me for several more seconds, then said "fuck you" and walked to the sidewalk.

Later in this same area, we were told to move the crowd away from this area. Numerous commands were given
to the crowd, but they refused to comply. The line of bicycle officers began moving the crowd back. A lighter
complexion black female, heavy build, in her 20s to 30s, with her face covered by a purple scarf, and wearing a
black rain jacket was directly in front of me and refusing to move back. This female was highly agitated, and
pushed me while screaming at me. I struck her with my bicycle, and she attempted to hit me. An unknown officer
sprayed this female with OC spray, and she was escorted away by other protesters.

Report Officer
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While continuing to move the crowd, two white males also refused to back up. After they were given repeated
commands to move back, I used my bicycle to strike them and force them backwards. These two white males
both had their faces covered with masks, and appeared to be in their 20s, both had thin builds, and both were
wearing black jackets. One of these males had a green Seattle Sonics t-shirt on; this male grabbed my bicycle at
one point while I was pushing him back. An unknown officer deployed OC spray into this male's face, and he
turned and disappeared into the crowd.

At 5 AV and Olive Way, again the crowd was given numerous orders to move back. A white female, medium
build, with light brown curly hair, wearing a teal facemask, a dark jacket, and a light brown backpack refused to
move back. I struck her with my bicycle to move her back, and she complied.

Smoke from a large fire was observed on 6 AV just south of Olive Way. Fire department personnel were unable
to access this fire, so the crowd was ordered to move back. After numerous warnings, I used by bicycle to
repeatedly strike a female subject who was completely covered. This female was medium build, wearing a green
rain jacket, and had her face completely covered except for her eyes. She refused to move after repeated strikes
from my bicycle. An unknown officer deployed OC spray into this female's face, and she ran away.

I did not use any other force during this incident. I was unable to check if any of the subjects I used force on
needed aid, as they ran away or were escorted away by other protesters.

This ends my involvement in this case; refer to other officers' reports for further information.

(IF APPLICABLE) Case Status Update : On (DATE)N/A, I contacted the VICTIM/RP and informed them of the
current status of this case.

By affixing my electronic signature below in the form of my type written name, I certify under penalty of perjury
under the laws of the State of Washington that this report is true and correct.
A. Richardson #554881
Dated this 3rd day of June , 2020 , in the City of Kent, Washington.

Report Officer
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under the laws of the State of Washington that this report is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
C. Chapman #1012861
Dated this 3rd day of June, 2020, in the City of Kent, Washington.

Report Officer
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Narrative
On 5/30/20, at approximately 0930 hours, I responded to an outside agency assist for a scheduled protest in
downtown Seattle. The briefing location was the Seattle PD West Precinct located at 810 Virginia St, City of
Seattle, King County, Washington.

During this incident, I was wearing my department issued Axon body camera which was activated during my
contact with all parties. Footage from that camera will be uploaded to the department digital evidence
management system. Any muted audio is either for tactical communication purposes or to discuss the case with
other officers.

Due to the amount of rainfall sustained during the incident, the body camera footage was not able to be uploaded
immediately into evidence.com. The body camera had to be sent to AXON headquarters for the video to be
recovered and uploaded into evidence.com.

At this time, I was working as a patrol bicycle officer for the City of Kent Police Department assigned to the
Special Operations Unit. As a part of the Special Operations Unit, a collateral duty of mine at this date and time
was being assigned to the Valley Civil Disturbance Unit (VCDU). I was wearing a fully marked police patrol
uniform. At times, I was wearing hard exterior riot gear under my exterior vest which still displayed my badge and
name tag. I was also wearing a gas mask at times during this incident.

While at the protest in Seattle, the bicycle team I was assigned to was tasked with creating an exterior fence line
with our bicycles to prevent the protestors ability to ingress towards other officers.

During the protest, I witnessed multiple agitators set police vehicles on fire, vandalize buildings, burglarize
businesses, and assault officers. The protest quickly turned violent and became a large riot of thousands of
agitators. Multiple orders to disperse were given to the crowd and it seemed to have little to no effect on the
numbers of agitators or level of aggression.

During the riot, there were numerous instances when various unknown and unidentifiable rioters attempted to
advance past me into the safe zone. I was forced to utilize my bicycle to strike multiple subjects to keep them from
breaking the perimeter of the fenceline. This happened numerous times throughout the riot.

I did not notice any obvious injury I could have caused and all of the subjects I used force on were wearing
multiple layers of dark clothing with masks covering their face making it impossible to identify them. I was unable
to break formation to take these subjects into custody due to the volatile and violent crowd of thousands of people.
All subjects fled the area and I was unable to identify them.

This concludes my involvement.

By affixing my electronic signature below in the form of my type written name, I certify under penalty of perjury
under the laws of the State of Washington that this report is true and correct.
Nicholas Grave

Report Officer
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Dated this 3 day of June , 2020 , in the City of Kent, Washington.

Report Officer
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Narrative
On 30 May 2020 at 1000 Hrs members of the Valley Civil Disturbance Unit Kent Bike team assisted the Seattle
Police Dept. (SPD) with crowd control of a planned protest. We met at the west precinct for the Op Order and
deployed on order from Lt. Moss of Seattle PD.

Kent bikes teamed up with Auburn, Tukwila and Federal Way as one team. We created mobile fence lines and
supported foot mobile officers with crowd control.

After approx. 4 hrs the peaceful demonstration became violent. Officers were hit with all manner of projectiles to
include but not limited to; frozen bottles of water, glass bottles, rocks and misc. debris. The demonstrators began
breaking into business' to loot and pillage. They set several parked vehicles alight including Seattle Police
Cruisers. Seattle PD leadership declared the demonstration a riot and an unlawful assembly and issued a
dispersal order which, was largly ignored. At this time chemical and less lethal munitions were deployed. Rioters
attempted to overrun the SPD Headquarters Building breaking through the barricades. They threw Molotov
cocktails and poured flammable liquid on the building. King County SWAT (TAC30) arrived to reinforce the HQ
building and deployed chemical munitions to drive away the rioters.

There were several times during the riot that our team was manning mobile fence lines with our Police Mountain
Bikes where, we physically moved the protesters with our bikes. Appropriate warnings were given before any
physical force was enacted. All warnings were ignored and met with verbal and physical responses by the
protesters. We were spit on, hit with unknown projectiles, pushed and kicked while we were attempting to move
the crowd out of the area.

The incident went on for well over 15 hrs. At approx. 2230 hrs Valley CDU was relieved.

At the time of this incident I was wearing a department issued AXON Body 2 camera. Footage from my camera
will be uploaded to the department digital evidence management system per Kent Police Department Policy. The
following report is a summary of the events of this incident. I have paraphrased conversations and do not include
an exact sequence of events. For exact sequence of events, I would refer you to footage of my BWC added to
this case as it was recorded at the time of this incident.

End of involvement

By affixing my electronic signature below in the form of my type written name, I certify under penalty of perjury
under the laws of the State of Washington that this report is true and correct.

Daniel Ross #257042

Dated this 3rd day of June, 2020, in the City of Kent, Washington.

Report Officer
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Narrative
During this event, I was wearing a standard issue external vest which has a Police Velcro patch on the back, my
name patch and Kent Police Velcro badge on the front, as well as multiple items on the vest that clearly show I am
a Police Officer. I also was wearing a white N95 mask and at some point during the protest, I put on a Tukwila PD
jacket to protect me from the weather. I was riding a black Volcanic mountain bicycle with white "Police" markings
on it along with a Kent Police Department sticker on the front stem.

On 05/29/2020 from approximately 0830 to 2230 hours, I was deployed as part of the Valley Civil Disturbance Unit
(VCDU) to the city of Seattle for crowd management. The city of Seattle was preparing for a large and potentially

violent protest in response to the death of George Floyd. I was assigned to a Valley Bike team with the purpose of
providing support to the Seattle and other assisting agency bike teams.

At approximately 1440 hours, we responded to the west side of Westlake Center and set a bike line to help set
containment for the growing crowd who was waiting the arrival of the march. Reports were coming in that officers
at 5 Ave and Pine Street were having bottles, rocks, fireworks, and other items thrown at them. We were
requested to respond to the location to assist with crowd management to the north of the officers at the
intersection. We redeployed our team and set a "Mobile Fence Line" using the bikes as a barrier to keep the
crowd on the sidewalk to the east side of 5 Ave.

Bicycle Officers held the line while the crowd chanted and yelled. There were groups of people that were yelling
"Fuck the Police" along with several anti law enforcement chants. Seattle Command staff was developing a plan
for dispersing the growing and hostile crowds. I was notified by Command Staff to have my team hold the line until
Washington State Patrol (WSP) arrived to deploy chemical agents. I had the team put their gas masks on and

prepare for possible chemical agent deployment.

Once WSP arrived, they took up positions behind our bike team. I was notified by Seattle Command to begin
moving the crowd north towards Olive Street. I gave several loud verbal commands to the crowd to move and they
refused saying it was their right to protest. I gave the command "Mobile Fence Line 1" and the line began

moving. The crowd initially refused to move but did move after OC had been deployed by Officers behind the
mobile fence line. The crowd continued to move north to Olive Street. Once at Olive Street, I gave the command
to hold and awaited to direction from Seattle Command.

The crowd became static and some protestors began laying on the ground. We maintained a mobile fence line
and an unknown suspect threw a bottle at us hitting a sign. I notified Seattle Command of the growing violence
from the crowd and my concerns for the safety of the Officers. I was informed that we needed to create a lane to
get a Seattle PD van through for an injured officer. I assisted with developing a plan to accomplish this task. I
gave the command to "Mobile Fence Line 1" to move the static line to create this lane. While performing this
movement, a female protestor refused to move and sat on the ground hoping to break our line. The protester was
given several commands to move or be arrested and she stayed seated on the ground. Seattle PD grabbed her
and pulled her behind the line to be arrested. Several protestors from the crowd grabbed onto the female in hopes
of dearresting her. I deployed OC to the face of the protestors who were interfering with the arrest of the female

Report Officer
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protestor. The protestors fled the area after I deployed the OC and I was unable to identify them, arrest them, or
offer medical aid. We were able to create the lane needed for the Seattle PD van to get through the crowd to
evacuate the injured officer.

I was notified by Seattle Command that there was a car fire on 6 Ave just south of Olive Street and we needed to
move the crowd to get the Fire Department through. I gave the command "Mobile Fence Line 1" to move the
crowd east. Protestors continued to refuse to follow the lawful commands given by bike Officers to move back.
The Officers had to continue to push the protestors back with their bikes to keep the protestors from getting past
our line and creating an Officer safety risk. We continued to move the line trying to clear the area to allow the Fire
Department to stop the car fire from spreading. Protestors began pushing back on the bike Officers attempting to
break the line. I deployed OC at group of protestors to stop them from trying to get through our line or injure bike
Officers. The group of protestors fled from us and into the crowd, so I was unable to identify them, arrest them, or
offer medical aid. We continued to move the crowd until we held the intersection of 6 Ave and Olive Street. The
Fire Department was able to get through the crowd using the lane we created and put the car fire out.

Once the fire was out, Seattle Command requested we hold the intersection while they formulated a new plan. We
held the intersection for a while and it was determined that we did not have the resources and Officers to

continue to hold the area. I gave the command to "Column Up" and we returned to the west precinct.

Once the team refueled and made the necessary equipment changes, we responded to 6 Ave and Pine Street to
relieve another assisting agency bike team. We arrived at the location and relieved the team and took over
holding the crowd at the location. We held the location until the crowd left to other locations. We responded from
our intersection and joined with the other bike units. We moved with King County SWAT attempting to take back
the city of Seattle by going intersection to intersection clearing out the crowd.

We rode through the city with other bike teams and worked to keep groups from looting stores and causing
damage. Seattle Command relieved us at approximately 2130 hours. We returned to the west precinct to secure..

During this incident, I was wearing my department issued Axon body camera which was activated during my
contact with all parties. Footage from that camera will be uploaded to the department digital evidence
management system. This report is intended as a summary of the events that occurred during this incident. I have
paraphrased conversations and do not include any exact sequence of events. For any exact quotes or exact

sequence of events, I would refer the reader to my Axon body camera video.

This ends my involvement in this case

By affixing my electronic signature below in the form of my type written name, I certify under penalty of perjury
under the laws of the State of Washington that this report is true and correct.

J. Mello #588655

Dated this 30th day of May, 2020 , in the City of Kent, Washington.

Report Officer

588655/MELLO,JV
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Narrative
On 05/30/2020 at 1000 hours I attended a briefing at the Seattle Police Department's West Precinct, located at
810 Virginia Street in Seattle, WA. Along with other members of the Valley Civil Disturbance Unit bike team, I
assisted Seattle Police Department (SPD) with crowd control of a planned protest. At the west precinct Lt. Moss
of SPD presented the Operation Order and deployed the bike units by use of three platoons. The Kent Bike Unit
was combined with Port of Seattle, Auburn, Tukwila and Federal Way and was deployed as team #3. We were to
create mobile fence lines and support foot officers with crowd control as needed.

At the time of the incident, I was wearing my standard issue Special Operations Unit (SOU) uniform. On my
uniform, I was wearing a standard issue external vest which has a Police Velcro patch on the back, my name
patch on the front, as well as multiple items on the vest that clearly show I am a Police Officer. I also have a
Police patch badge, multiple magazines for my standard issue sidearm, handcuffs, flashlight, and a radio. The
mentioned items of clothing make it clear that I am a Police Officer.

After approximately four hours into the demonstration it became violent. Throughout the incident I witnessed
subjects throwing all manner of projectiles such as; frozen bottles of water, glass bottles, rocks, traffic cones and
other miscellaneous debris. The saw demonstrators break into businesses, shattered glass, looting and removing
items such as: Mannequins, boards, clothing and various store merchandise. There were several parked

vehicles on fire in many different locations; some of the vehicles appeared to be police Police Cruisers.

Seattle Police command declared the demonstration a riot and an unlawful assembly, issuing an order to
disperse. This order was defiantly ignored by a majority of the rioters. Throughout the incident chemical and less
lethal munitions were deployed. Rioters attempted to push through the barricades and mobile fence line.

There were multiple times during my involvement that I used force on those individuals. During each of these
times, multiple repetitions of dispersal orders were given "Move back" "Leave the Area" to people on the front of
the line. Multiple times, individuals attempted to charge the line and I used my bike to attempt to disperse the
crowd by pushing them away from our mobile fence line.

All of the individuals who I used force on were unidentifiable due to their clothing and use of Covid19 style medical
masks. The individuals ran away after they had been pushed. The force was successful in dispersing the

individuals and maintaining the strength of the mobile fence line.

We also assisted King County SWAT (TAC30) with pushing out rioters as TAC30 deployed chemical munitions to
drive them away.

At the time of this incident I was wearing a department issued AXON Body 2 camera. Footage from my camera
will be uploaded to the department digital evidence management system per Kent Police Department Policy. The
following report is a summary of the events of this incident. I have paraphrased conversations and do not include
an exact sequence of events. For exact sequence of events, I would refer you to footage of my BWC added to
this case as it was recorded at the time of this incident.

Report Officer
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This concludes my involvement.

By affixing my electronic signature below in the form of my type written name, I certify under penalty of perjury
under the laws of the State of Washington that this report is true and correct.

T. Burnside #45600

Dated this 3rd day of June, 2020, in the City of Kent, Washington.

Report Officer

45600/BURNSIDE,TC
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Narrative
On 05/30/2020 the Kent Special Operations Unit was asked to respond to the City of Seattle for several protests
consisting of large numbers of people. The members of this unit responded in a Valley Civil Disturbance Unit
capacity as a Bicycle element. Most of the unit responded at about 1000 hours. I responded when the assist
request elevated to a full VCDU callout due to rising levels of violent and/or criminal behavior by some of the
protestors.

During this incident, the Kent SOU bicycle element utilized their bicycles to stop, push, move, and disband several
groups of protestors. Due to the nature of this event, it was impossible to identify anyone who was pushed or

moved by these bicycle pushes. Kent SOU made no arrests as a result of this force and none of the subjects
contacted by Kent SOU appeared to have been injured by their actions. Consequently, the only descriptors we
currently have for those involved were members of both sexes, different ages, and different races.

I have documented the bicycle pushes as a singular force event utilizing a Kent Police Department Use of Force
Reporting Form as opposed to attempting to have each member complete several forms with little to no
individualized suspect information.

During this event Officer Walter utilized less-lethal chemical munitions. He has completed an use of force form for
that specific type of force.

All member of SOU documented their uses of force in their relative case report supplementals.

During my involvement, I did not utilize any force, nor did I have individual contact with any protestors.

This ends my involvement.

At the time of this incident I was wearing a department issued AXON Body 2 camera. Footage from my camera
will be uploaded to the department digital evidence management system per Kent Police Department Policy.

By affixing my electronic signature below in the form of my type written name, I certify under penalty of perjury
under the laws of the State of Washington that this report is true and correct.
__C. Mills______
Dated this 07 day of July, 2020 , in the City of Kent, Washington.

Report Officer

178061/MILLS,CJ
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Narrative

On 05/30/20, members of the Kent Police Department assigned to the Valley Civil Disturbance Unit responded to
a request for assistance by Seattle Police in the city of Seattle, state of WA. Violent protests had erupted in the
downtown and surrounding areas the night prior and resumed following various demonstrations during the
afternoon. I, with other members of Kent Police received notice via our Chain of Command for an all-team call out
around 1630 hours.

Kent Police officers (CDU Line and SART) responded to the Kent Police Dept. We were requested to respond to
the area of 9th and Olive in Seattle. Officers were wearing uniforms marked with "Police" and Kent Police
emblems and writing. The uniforms we deployed in also included upper body padding under external vest carrier,
protective helmet, and shin guards. During much of the deployment, gas masks were utilized due to the chemical
munitions deployed in the area.

Around 1854 hours, we had donned all appropriate gear and linked up with Seattle Lt. Diament. He led and
directed us on foot to where other units including a bike contingency was engaging unruly protesters. As we
approached on foot, eastbound up an undetermined downtown street, protestors had refused to leave as directed.

Gas had already been deployed by other agencies in the area.

Diament relayed to me that we were needed to clear the roadway eastbound following the bike unit. As we
moved eastbound, other KPD officers and I saw a bike officer struggling with an unidentified female suspect. It
appeared his unit had ridden up the road and was effectively moving other dispersing subjects. This female, with
another female had apparently refused to comply. Now the first female had hands on his bicycle. From my
training and experience, it appeared he had held it by the frame in front of himself, facing the suspect. These
females posed a threat as they were now behind the other bike officers (exposing their backs to unknown danger).

Further, with our objective to move up the road and clear it, it would have proven unsafe to us and other officers
to leave them behind as potential threats.

This is used as a "mobile fence" line in order to back people up who are not complying. I recognized that the
suspect had grabbed onto the bike. I recognized this was potentially assaultive to the officer and/or could displace
the officer off of his feet. Also, since we were tasked with clearing the street, I recognized anyone left remaining

posed as a safety concern to other officers. Further, I determined anyone who had at this point refused to comply
was obstructing lawful orders.

Due to this active resistance and possibly assaultive behavior, I moved in and shoved/prodded the subject with
my CDU wooden baton (using one end) at least twice. I targeted the middle part of her torso toward the
back/right. I saw other officers had also done this and then shoved her with their hands which appeared effective.

I told her to move or she would be arrested. She began moving and walking off as she continued to speak to
the officers. The female continued to walk and was unidentified. See first BWC video for this encounter.

We continued to follow and clear areas as directed by Diament. Later, we linked up with another SPD line squad.
At one point, KPD officers included Ofc. JDM Johnson were involved in assisting SPD with an arrest. The

struggle knocked Ofc. Johnson's mask off. This was captured on one of my BWC videos. See other reports for
more information.

We remained with this SPD unit for the majority of our time in Seattle. At one point, we were walking back to the
West Precinct as we were called to Southcenter (whole Valley team). On the way, an SPD officer saw a subject
looting inside a breached and vandalized Banana Republic. Another subject was also called out, both were
arrested. I assisted with clearing inside the business, no other suspects were located.

We helped escort the arrestees back to the West Precinct, along which we were encountered by hostile,
Report Officer
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belligerent subjects, most or all of which had faces covered with masks. We made it to the precinct without further
incident. KPD debriefed and cleared the location and this deployment detail.

At the time of this incident I was wearing a department issued AXON Body 2 camera. Footage from my camera
will be uploaded to the department digital evidence management system per Kent Police Department Policy. The
camera was activated when in the proxity of civilians with a high likelihood of contact. The footage may have
been muted at times to discuss tactics.

(IF APPLICABLE) Case Status Update: On (DATE)________________, I contacted the VICTIM/RP and informed
them of the current status of this case.

By affixing my electronic signature below in the form of my type written name, I certify under penalty of perjury
under the laws of the State of Washington that this report is true and correct.
E. Tung
Dated this 1st day of June, 2020 , in the City of Kent, Washington.

Report Officer

161728/TUNG,EW
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Narrative
This is a supplemental narrative in regards to an OSA assist call in downtown Seattle, Washington.

On 05.30.20 at about 1820 hours, I, as a SART member of the Valley Civil Disturbance Unit, was dispatched to
assist with riots/protesters in Seattle. Upon arrival the Kent detachment was immediately requested to fully suit up
with gas masks and all gear. We were moved, as a group, on foot, a few blocks from the West Precinct of

Seattle PD. While moving to this location I had seen wide spread destruction of businesses and vehicles
including fire damage and apparent looting.

When we arrived we met up with a group of riot/CDU officers from Seattle PD. At one location we were advised
by the officer in charge to launch gas. I launched three of the Defense Technology CS Skat-Shell munitions in the
air down the street in an attempt to disburse the crowd. This was done from my assigned Sage Control

Ordinance Deuce 40mm in a manner I have been trained in over the many years as a SART member of the
VCDU. I was also asked by other SART type officer with a 40mm weapon from Seattle PD if I had any extra CS
gas. 5 launchable CS munitions were taken by an unknown officer with a Sage 6 round drum type 40mm.

I had no remaining CS launchable munitions left after this initial engagement and loaded my weapon with Defense
Technology eXact iMpact 40mm munitions.

At another point as we were moving the crowd back gas was deployed and two females, who were effected by the
gas were not moving when ordered to do so. Since I was too close to deploy my munitions a line officer, using

trained tactics, helped and pushed these two females back. One of the unknown females was reluctant to move
even when being helped by her female friend. I did not see what directly happened but noticed at one point her
nose was slightly bleeding from her left nostril. These two females were finally moved along as we pushed
forward to an unknown street.

At another engagement several blocks later and at an unknown time the unit was advised by a the officer in
charge of our group from Seattle to move up to the next intersection. At this point we were mid-block on an
unknown street. I was near the right side of the CDU line. I noticed 5-6 people in the middle of the street walking
very slowly as we advanced. I was not fully focused on this group as I was scanning the entire area including the
groups of protesters/rioters that were at the nearing intersection. I noticed one male that was part of the group in
the middle of the street, was apparently pushed back from the police line back towards the group. I turned my
head back to the right briefly and when I started to look back to the left I noticed a black male had not moved as
the police line was still slowly moving forward. I then noticed from my peripheral vision that this male appeared to
throw a punch at the officers in the middle of the line. I turned to attempt to engage this person with my less than
lethal 40mm, but several officers grabbed a hold of this subject. I then reverted by attention back to the crowd in
front of me that were being more vocal.

Our grouped moved to many more locations until we were told to head back to the West Precinct. While headed
back to the precinct we encountered two looters inside the Banana Republic for Men store. These two were
arrested by Seattle PD and we walked them with us to the precinct since transportation was delayed.

Report Officer
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This ended my involvement with this call-out.

(IF APPLICABLE) Case Status Update : On (DATE)_______N/A_____, I contacted the VICTIM/RP and informed
them of the current status of this case.

By affixing my electronic signature below in the form of my type written name, I certify under penalty of perjury
under the laws of the State of Washington that this report is true and correct.

Westcott, DH #45481

Dated this 2 day of June, 2020, in the City of Kent, Washington.

Report Officer
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Narrative
On 05/31/2020 at approximately 1630 hours I was called in as a member of the Valley Civil Disturbance Unit to
assist Seattle PD with large scale protests and rioting in their City.

I have been a member of VCDU since 2013 and have received specialized training regarding protests and general
civil unrest. This training includes crowd control tactics, riot response, etc.

Prior to our arrival, a large number of subjects had began to break in to businesses, destroy property, light
vehicles on fire and throw rocks or other items at police.

We deployed to the street almost immediately upon arriving. I observed a large number of businesses had their
windows broken out and there was debris all over the sidewalk/ roadway. We approached a large group of
approximately 100 protesters that were clearly agitated and yelling at SPD bike Officers who were in front of them.

As we moved the group back, Officer Goforth (Who was standing just to my left), was struck by a rock thrown by a
subject in the crowd. Officer Goforth yelled in pain and I saw him quickly step back from the line. It was obvious

to me that he was injured and for a few brief moments he was taken out of action due to the injury. The scene at
this point was very chaotic and it was clear that there were subjects in this group who intended to assault us.

I observed an SPD bike Officer attempting to push two females back who were refusing to move. One of the
females appeared to be grabbing onto the Officers bike and was pushing it back into him. I ran over to the female
and used a "prod" technique with my crowd control stick to move her back. This consisted of placing the end of
the stick on the right side of her ribs/ abdomen while pushing forward with enough force to move her back. I had to
use this technique twice on the female before she ultimately stopped resisting and moved back.

We continued to move groups back on several streets. The group was non compliant and would throw rocks,
water bottles, fire extinguishers and other miscellaneous items at us while we attempted to regain order. At
multiple times Officers had to deploy blast balls and canisters of gas into the crowd to get them to disperse.
Subjects would often pick these canisters up and throw them back at us.

At one point we were attempting to clear a roadway when four subjects stood in the middle of the street in front of
us. As we moved towards the subjects they started walking, but very slowly, as if they were attempting to slow us
down from moving a much larger group that was in front of them. They ignored several commands to move and
as we approached they were now bumping into officers with their backs.

One of the subjects in the group was a relatively large black male who appeared to be approximately 6'01" and
250 lbs. I observed Officers attempt to move this male forward, at which point he quickly swung around and struck
an officer in the face/ head with what appeared to be his elbow. The officer he struck was a female who was

significantly smaller than him. The male hit her with enough force for her helmet to fly off her head. It was clear
that this was an intentional strike.

Report Officer
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Several officers swarmed the male and started taking him to the ground, at which point his friends started to rush
towards him. I ran over between the male and his friends and yelled at them to get back. At some point during this
gas was deployed and one of the subjects in the crowd threw it back at us. I turned around to see Officers

struggling with the male on the ground while the gas that was thrown back covered them. The male was kicking
his legs and actively resisting the officers. I then placed my crowd control stick across the lower calve/ ankle area
of the male and applied force downwards, holding his legs onto the ground.

I do not recall using any other type of reportable force during this incident.

This ends my supplemental report.

By affixing my electronic signature below in the form of my type written name, I certify under penalty of perjury
under the laws of the State of Washington that this report is true and correct.

T. Wolcott

Dated this 02 day of June, 2020 , in the City of Kent, Washington.

Report Officer
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Narrative
This supplemental report is to document a use of force incident which occurred in Seattle while working as part of
the Valley Civil Disturbance Unit on 05/30/2020.

On 05/30/20, members of the Kent Police Department assigned to the Valley Civil Disturbance Unit (VCDU)
responded to a request for assistance by Seattle Police in the city of Seattle, state of WA. Violent protests had
erupted in the downtown and surrounding areas the night prior and resumed following various demonstrations
during the afternoon. I, with other members of Kent Police received notice via our Chain of Command for an
all-team call out around 1630 hours.

We arrived in Seattle at about 1658 hours. I was outfitted in my VCDU uniform and protective gear. We staged
near the Seattle Police Departments West Precinct and prepared to assist Seattle in quelling the rioting. I was part
of the "Line" team which was tasked with clearing roadways and dispersing unruly groups of subjects.

Once we left the staging area, we were quickly met with a chaotic environment which included large fireworks
being shot at us, glass bottles filled with unknown liquids, and rocks being thrown at us. Police vehicles were on
fire. I heard Officers advising that their windshields and other windows of their patrol vehicles were being smashed
in the nearby area's.

At about 1900 hours (Per my BWC footage), we met a large group of subjects at an intersection. CS gas was
deployed and the group was ordered to clear the roadway. As we pushed the group down the roadway, I saw
Officer Westcott standing about 4-5 feet away from a confrontational adult female. Officer Westcott aimed his less
lethal 40 mm projectile device at the female and ordered her to move back. She did not move, so I stepped in

between them. With two hands on my department issued VCDU stick, I shoved the female back by pushing her
upper body. I ordered her to move back when I shoved her. She stood her gound so I shoved her back once
more.

The female grabbed a hold of my stick, so I shoved the stick towards her once more to get her to release it. When
I did this, the stick came out of her hands and it unintenionally struck her on the bridge of the nose. After shoving
her into a parked car where I could see that she could no longer retreat, I backed off and ordered her to leave.
She had a friend with her who grabbed a hold of her and helped walk her away from us. She had blood coming
from her nose after the incident. I am unsure where this occurred in the City of Seattle.

We decided to move our way past her and I did not see her again after that incident. The female was black, about
18-24 years old, abou 5'02-5'04, and thin build.

I had no other uses of force during the incident.

End of supplemental report.

Report Officer
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At the time of this incident I was wearing a department issued AXON Body 2 camera. Footage from my camera
will be uploaded to the department digital evidence management system per Kent Police Department Policy.

(IF APPLICABLE) Case Status Update: On (DATE)_____N/A___________, I contacted the VICTIM/RP and
informed them of the current status of this case.

By affixing my electronic signature below in the form of my type written name, I certify under penalty of perjury
under the laws of the State of Washington that this report is true and correct.
B. Cortinas #935735
Dated this 2nd day of June, 2020 , in the City of Kent, Washington.

Report Officer
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Crime/Incident

OSA ASSIST
Member#/Dept ID#

1133511/JOHNSON,JDM
Assignment

PATROL GRAVE 2 POWER
Entered By

1133511
Assignment

PATROL GRAVE 2 POWER
RMS Transfer

Supplement Transfer Complete
Prop Trans Stat

Successful
Approving Officer

161728
Approval Date

06/08/2020
Approval Time

09:48:09
# Offenses

1
Offense

ASSAULT-SIMPLE (A)
Description

ASSAULT-SIMPLE (misd
Complaint Type AC

C
Use

N
Bias

88
Loc

13
#Pr MOE Act

N
Weapon/Force

40
IBRS

13B
No

1
Cargo Theft? Dom Viol?

N

SUSPECT UNKNOWN (NOTHING KNOWN/AGE 00) 1: UNKNOWN
Involvement

SUSPECT UNKNOWN (NOTHING KNOWN/AGE 00)
Invl No

1
Type

Individual/Person
Name

UNKNOWN
Race

UNKNOWN
Sex

Male
Age

20
To Age

30
Ethnicity

Unknown
Juvenile?

No
Height

6'00"
Weight

235#
Hair Color

BLUE
Res Status

UNKNOWN
OFN_INVL

1
RMS Transfer

Successful
Vic/Ofnd Age

20
Vic/Ofnd Age

30
PRN

1729623

VICTIM PERSON 1: JONES,ABBEY
Involvement

VICTIM PERSON
Invl No

1
Type

Individual/Person
Name

JONES,ABBEY
MNI

1003681
Race

WHITE
Sex

Female
Age

21
To Age

30
Ethnicity

Unknown
Juvenile?

No
Res Status

UNKNOWN
RMS Transfer

Successful
Vic/Ofnd Age

21
Vic/Ofnd Age

30
PRN

1729622
Type

Work/Business
Address

610 5 AV
City

SEATTLE
State

WASHINGTON
ZIP Code

98104
Date

06/02/2020

IBRS Info
Victim Invl No

1
Offense Codes

13B
Injury

NONE
Rel

ST
Involvement

SUN
Invl No

1
Name

UNKNOWN
Race

U
Sex

M
DOB

Narrative
On 05-30-20, at approximately 1730 hours, I was dispatched with the Valley Regional Civil Disturbance Unit for an
ongoing and increasingly violent disturbance in the downtown area of the City of Seattle, King County & State of

Washington. I was wearing my department issued Valley Civil Disturbance Unit uniform and patches at the time
of the incident.

Upon arrival, I was deployed to an area near Pine and 5th Streets. A skirmish line was established to move a
group of curfew violators. A group of approximately (5) five subjects stood in the middle of the street. They were
given verbal directive to leave the area. The group pulled masks and bandanas over their mouths and began to
slowly walk in the direction they were told.

The members slowed down further, causing a disruption in the skirmish line and they appeared to be
communicating with each other. I gave another directive stating they needed to walk faster and to not stop. The

Report Officer
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Narrative

group slowed further causing the line officers to my immediate left to have to stop movement or come into direct
contact.

I used the broad portion of my baton and directed the group to move. They ignored my directive and stopped
walking. I gave another push with the broad portion of my baton and an unknown or mixed-race male,
approximately 6'00" tall, 235 pounds with multi-colored hair had his back to the officers. He drop stepped and
threw a left elbow behind his back, striking the officer to my immediate left on her helmet.

Her helmet flew off her head and I grabbed the suspect's right arm and collar, pulling him to the ground. He
immediately attempted to stand up and resist. I repeatedly stated, "Get on the ground!" he did not comply and
continued to physically resist me and the officers assisting. I gave the suspect (2) two distractionary strikes with a
closed, right fist to his upper body and then grabbed his right arm which was supporting his weight. The male
continued kicking and attempting to push officers off him.

During the physical altercation, a rioter threw a cannister of CS gas at our arrest group and it landed directly
underneath the male. My gas mask became dislodged and gas entered inside my mask. I became unable to
continue to physically arrest the suspect due to inhalation of said gas. Additional officers were able to arrest the
suspect and remove him from the scene.

While decontaminating, I spoke with the assaulted SPD Officer who stated her name was Abbey Jones. She was
also was exposed to the gas during the suspect's physical resistance to arrest after he assaulted her.

This concludes my involvement in the incident.

(IF APPLICABLE) Case Status Update : On (DATE)______N/A__________, I contacted the VICTIM/RP and
informed them of the current status of this case.

By affixing my electronic signature below in the form of my type written name, I certify under penalty of perjury
under the laws of the State of Washington that this report is true and correct.
J. Johnson 1133511
Dated this 2nd day of June, 2020, in the City of Kent, Washington.

Report Officer
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Reported Date

06/02/2020
Crime/Incident

OSA ASSIST (N)
Member#/Dept ID#

KILNER,MR
Phone

Fax

Administrative Information
Agency

KENT POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE REPORT
Case No

20-7038
Supplement No

0005
Reported Date

06/02/2020
Reported Time

12:45
Crime/Incident

OSA ASSIST
Member#/Dept ID#

252149/KILNER,MR
Assignment

DETECTIVES - PROPERTY CRIMES
Entered By

252149
Assignment

DETECTIVES - PROPERTY CRIMES
RMS Transfer

Successful
Prop Trans Stat

Successful
Approving Officer

739474
Approval Date

06/05/2020
Approval Time

10:32:55

Narrative
On 05/30/2020 at 1635 hours, a full Valley Civil Disturbance Unit activation was requested to assist Seattle PD
with large scale protests, rioting and assaults on police officers in their City.

I have been a member of VCDU since 2014 and have extensive training and experience in protests and riot
control situations..

Immediately upon arriving in Seattle we were assigned to a Seattle PD Sergeant and sent to areas being set on
fire, businesses destroyed and looted, vehicles on fire and police officers being assaulted by rocks, bottles and
other objects. Immediately after joining other officers, Officer Goforth was struck in the elbow by a baseball sized
rock. Within about 2 minutes, a CS canister was thrown at us and almost hit Officer Goforth in the face.

Shortly after that, we were instructed to move a large contingent of protestors and rioters from a particular
intersection. I do not know where we were at or the time. A group of 4-5 protestors were refusing to move and I
used my riot control stick to push one of the individuals, a young Caucasian male, away from us. He did not
complain of pain and moved away from the police line.

I do not recall using any other type of reportable force during this incident.

Ends of supplemental report.

By affixing my electronic signature below in the form of my type written name, I certify under penalty of perjury
under the laws of the State of Washington that this report is true and correct.

M. Kilner

Dated this 02 day of June, 2020, in the City of Kent, Washington.

Report Officer
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Reported Date

06/03/2020
Crime/Incident

OSA ASSIST (N)
Member#/Dept ID#

GOFORTH,SM
Phone

Fax

Administrative Information
Agency

KENT POLICE DEPARTMENT CASE REPORT
Case No

20-7038
Supplement No

0006
Reported Date

06/03/2020
Reported Time

00:12
Crime/Incident

OSA ASSIST
Member#/Dept ID#

1022318/GOFORTH,SM
Assignment

PATROL GRAVE 1
Entered By

1022318
Assignment

PATROL GRAVE 1
RMS Transfer

Successful
Prop Trans Stat

Successful
Approving Officer

45824
Approval Date

06/03/2020
Approval Time

02:37:04

Narrative
On 05/31/2020 at approximately 1630 hours I was requested as a member of the Valley Civil Disturbance Unit
(VCDU) to assist Seattle PD with large scale protests and rioting in their City.

I have been a member VCDU since 2018 and have received extensive training in regards to crowd control and
containing riots of this nature.

I was told VCDU was activated to assist with violent protesters who were breaking business windows, looting the
businesses, and setting fire to Police vehicles in the roadway along with other illegal activities.

During this incident I was outfitted with my fully marked Kent PD VCDU uniform. When I arrived along with the
other members of the "Line Team" we were deployed quickly to assist with an active violent protest nearby. We
were deployed near Virginia/9th in Downtown Seattle and walked a few blocks to locate the protesters.

Once we located the Seattle PD Bike Team who we were supposed to be assisting, we joined their line and
assisted in moving the crowd Eastbound. The crowd was extremely agitated, yelling, cussing and throwing items
at PD. As we were walking I as struck by a large rock in the left forearm. I fell from the line for a few moments to
gather myself from the pain, but then reentered the line to assist my fellow Officers. I did not see exactly where
the rock came from, but saw the rock on the ground after I was struck The rock was about 6" long and 3-4" wide.
My forearm did not have any discoloration after but as of a few days later, it still was sensitive to the touch.

As we escorted the crowd Eastbound, I noticed two white females in their 30's being aggressive with one of the
Seattle PD Bike Officers, who was for some reason alone contacting these two. At one point I saw one of the
females push back at the Seattle Officer. I went over quickly to assist him. Once I got there, the females were both
verbally aggressive and refusing to move back when told to do so. Based on my prior observations and the

violent atmosphere we were in, I decided to use my crowd control stick to push her back using the "Prod" method I
was taught in training. I used the Prod method, placing my crowd control stick just below her right shoulder and

pushing forward towards her. The female and her female companion both eventually moved back. The female I
contacted was not identified or arrested.

For the rest of the evening I assisted Seattle PD and the surrounding agencies in containing the protesters and
preventing any looting.

My BWC was not activated during the time I was struck by the rock or the time I made physical contact with the
uncooperative female.

This ends my involvement in this case.

(IF APPLICABLE) Case Status Update : On (DATE)________N/A________, I contacted the VICTIM/RP and
informed them of the current status of this case.

By affixing my electronic signature below in the form of my type written name, I certify under penalty of perjury
Report Officer

1022318/GOFORTH,SM
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Narrative

under the laws of the State of Washington that this report is true and correct.
S. Goforth
Dated this 3rd day of June, 2020 , in the City of Kent, Washington.

Report Officer

1022318/GOFORTH,SM
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